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The Winning Way 2.0

2022-06-30

what makes a sports champion what makes winning teams why do only some teams
keep winning while others win only for a while and then lose in the winning way
2 0 harsha bhogle and anita bhogle share the key elements that make a winning
team answering key questions on management and strategy the authors highlight
some important points to remember making them easier to interpret and
understand by comparing them to certain aspects of cricket this book is a
contemporary refreshing approach to leadership it aims to change the way people
look at the goals in their lives and sets out ways to achieve them

The Winning Way

2011

the winning way learnings from sport for managers is a guidebook that pinpoints
factors that lead to success harsha and anita bhogle list out these factors
that ensure proven and consistent results even when the level of competition
surges the book makes for an interesting read because these concepts are
explained from a sports perspective they explore and unpeel the mantra behind
victorious teams and sporting legends if you have ever been stumped by the
stupendous success of great sportsmen who deliver every single time the winning
way learning from sport for managers spells out the formula this book comes as
a fresh take on leadership from a unique point of view harsha and anita bhogle
take readers through many interesting points thanks to their wide experience in
management and their tryst with sports as well

Equal, Yet Different

2022-06-27

equal yet different is exactly how women want to be treated and need to be
treated despite the growing number of women acquiring professional degrees they
remain under represented and almost invisible when it comes to top leadership
positions or decision making roles while women have proved beyond doubt that
they are just as talented and capable as men they are still held back by
expectations laid down by society and a largely unconscious bias on the part of
colleagues and family members besides grappling with external challenges women
find that their own mindsets are also shaped by similar conditioning the
reasons for women not making it to the top echelons of the business world
extend far beyond the known ones like marriage and maternity based on in depth
interviews with career women leaders and experts on diversity equity and
inclusion dei equal yet different identifies catalysts that can help women
achieve maximum potential and fulfilment this book will benefit all those
interested in women s careers women themselves their spouses bosses and even
organizations looking to succeed advance praise a must read for all working
women who aim to rise to the very top of their game also for the men who lead
organizations or someday hope to and men who have wives partners bravo faye d
souza journalist there are many conscious and unconscious mindsets that
manifest at home and in the workplace which continue to hold women back equal
yet different offers a positive and balanced perspective on the catalysts that
could enable career women to achieve their full potential anand mahindra
executive chairman mahindra mahindra a book that does not speak in generalities
and actually maps out an action plan for women in the workforce i plan to
implement a lot of her excellent advice and you should too naomi datta author
and television producer anita in writing this book has gifted us all a true
guide and created a new manifesto for an equal world shradha sharma founder and
ceo yourstory media equal yet different is full of ideas on what career women
need to do to become the best versions of themselves she mentions not only
areas such as networking and managing finances but gives equal importance to
health nutrition and exercise rujuta diwekar nutritionist and author a book
both men and women must read to bring true diversity to the home and workplace
rashmi bansal bestselling author a simple yet thought provoking read that i
recommend not only to all those who aspire to make a mark but also to those who
support them in fulfilling their dream rachana ranade entrepreneur and finance
content creator
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52 Red Pills: A New-Age Playbook to Become Healthy,
Wealthy and Wise

2019-12-12

an indian corporate couple s hyper learning journey of combining ancient wisdom
and modern research what happens when a corporate couple decides to bring their
minds and efforts together to share their hyper learning journey with the world
they embark on a magnificent adventure to distil ideas around leading more
productive and healthier lives this journey which started as a couple s
conversation on new years eve of 2018 turned into a national phenomenon that
led eika and siddharth banerjee to meet diverse experts and specialists from
the fields of science art sports medicine and ancient wisdom eika and siddharth
s 52redpills is an inspiration to readers who have overscheduled and frenzied
lifestyles written as a practical guide this book helps you introspect and
makes you eager to know more about the different walks of life by the end of it
you will be motivated to craft your own 52redpills journey towards a healthier
wealthier and wiser you

The Art Of Management

2022-05-09

careers are changing and the capabilities required to stay relevant are
changing even more rapidly we seem to have endless choices at least at the
beginning of a career but these start narrowing after middle management how
does one think about one s own life and career in this changing decade the
whole discipline of career management now has three elements to it managing
yourself managing your team and managing your business in this book shiv
shivakumar points out that today unlike in the past all the three elements are
your responsibility with in depth interviews with top leaders across the
spectrum and an insightful foreword by sachin tendulkar the art of management
is a must read

Effective People

2015-12-15

is shah rukh khan an effective actor is naresh trehan an effective doctor was a
p j abdul kalam an effective nation builder are you an effective person in this
book bestselling author t v rao studies and analyses effective doctors actors
civil servants social workers educationists nation builders and entrepreneurs
some of them seem to go beyond the tenets of effectiveness and shine out as
what the author calls very effective people and super effective people his
diverse examples and cases range from a p j abdul kalam devi shetty anil gupta
to kangana ranaut sachin tendulkar anupam kher to ordinary people whose lives
are no less effective hugely readable with self assessment tools at the end of
each chapter effective people will propel you to leap forward and discover the
best in you

Emerging Indian Scenario Harnessing the Opportunities

2011-12

chanakya who lived in india in the 4th century bc was a leadership guru par
excellence the treasure of his teachings can be found in his book the
arthashastra which deals with good governance based on ideal leadership the
concept of the ideal nation in the arthashastra called saptanga holds that
there are seven pillars of a kingdom swami amatya janpada durg kosha dand mitra
iti prakritya for centuries indian rulers have used this concept as a model of
successful government in this path breaking book chanakya s 7 secrets of
leadership author radhakrishnan pillai delves into chanakya s saptanga with the
real life example of d sivanandhan former director general of police
maharashtra and the archetype of an able administrator sivanandhan shares his
guidelines for effective management highlighting those that make him a dynamic
leader in chanakya s 7 secrets of leadership theory meets practice academic
research meets vast experience in police supervision and an age old formula is
revealed in a modern day success story together pillai and sivanandhan bring
chanakya s model to life anyone can use the seven secrets of leadership to run
a kingdom effectively apply them in your life and the magic of chanakya s
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wisdom will transform you into the ideal leader radhakrishnan pillai founder
director of the chanakya institute of public leadership cipl has represented
india in various national and international conferences and has taught at
educational institutes in germany heidelberg cologne uk oxford cambridge and
india iit iim and iisc his best selling book corporate chanakya is used by
business schools around the globe pillai received the sardar patel
international award in 2009 d sivanandhan former director general of police
maharashtra is one of india s most highly regarded ips officers he has been
instrumental in rebuilding the defenses of mumbai after attacks in november
2008 and has served as member of the special task force in the national
security council secretariat currently he serves on the board of several
companies and is the chairman of securus first india pvt ltd

The Indian National Bibliography

2014-01-29

which description fits your organisation dreamers most dreamers or early stage
startups know how to build products not organisations most dreamers stay local
and never become a unicorn with a national footprint unicorns three curses the
unicorns have to watch for a narcissistic leader a leadership team of old
cronies and a toxic culture these prevent them from going global and becoming
market shapers market shapers a market shaper changes how we live and work
across countries and cultures their challenge is to continuously earn the trust
of governments and communities incumbents many incumbents were once market
shapers and unicorns the leaders don t know that the firm and its offerings are
irrelevant not being able to attract and retain talent is a warning bell the
leaders often ignore packed with ideas and innovations this powerhouse of a
book by best selling author and talent management specialist abhijit bhaduri
explains why leadership talent and culture are the new drivers of growth
whether you are a dreamer a unicorn a market shaper or an incumbent

Chanakya’s 7 Secrets of Leadership

2018-02-21
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Chanakya in You Pack (4 Volumes)

1988

previous year paper 2019 solved

The Management Accountant

2023-01-09

rita the young bahu avoids buying personal products from the family grocer sonu
s breakfast table on a sunday represents global cuisines do you know how it is
possible where do big corporates and mnc retailers fumble and what helps simple
dmart get its model right what is ching s sercret that is not knorr s maggi s
or yippie s supermarketwala damodar mall s intriguing and revelatory debut book
answers these questions and much more damodar in supermarketwala provides the
very basics for the growth of modern retail and consumerism in india through
interesting and carefully studied consumer behaviour an art that few in his
domain possess supermarketwala is intended to be the go to book for all
consumer business enthusiasts and readers alike who wish to understand how and
why we as consumers behave in a certain manner at different places these
insights which are the analyses of the sector so far could become the pillars
for shaping successful consumer products and retail businesses in the huge
consumer economy that india will soon be

Dreamers and Unicorns

2003
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India Today International

2009-02

how to thrive in the new world of work the old model of learn earn and retire
is no longer viable we are living longer working longer and facing constant
changes in the skills and industries that demand them we need a new approach to
navigate the complex and uncertain landscape of work what does it mean to have
a career in the 21st century we need to master the rules of career 3 0 in this
book abhijit bhaduri a renowned expert on talent and leadership shows you how
to develop the six key skills that will make you future ready and successful in
career 3 0 whether you work for an organization run your own business or do
both you will discover how to adapt to change learn new skills and lead with
impact career 3 0 is a guide that will help you stay relevant the book is
filled with inspiring stories that will challenge you to rethink your career
vision strategy and action it will give you the tools and techniques to thrive
in the new world of work you may be surprised to find out that you already have
a career 3 0 mindset now you know what it is called

グローバリズム出づる処の殺人者より

2019-09-18

a dazzling collection that captures the essence of hyderabad offering glimpses
of the various strands that go into its making fact and legend old world
quaintness and the highest hi tech eccentricity and intrigue the calm of
genteelness and the fury of rebellion hyderabad is a city once ruled by the
worlds richest man who invested most lavishly in his state most shabbily in his
wardrobe it holds stories of a courtesan who fought wars counselled prime
ministers sang her own verse and enthralled luminaries who mattered of a chief
minister who transformed it into a hi tech hub and of a sports star who brought
the young glamour of india to every tennis court in the world home as much to
the golconda as to jacob the 187 carat diamond used as a paperweight by the
nizam and to rock landscapes two and a half million years old hyderabad is a
city that forever mixes cultures cuisines religions and languages here persian
turned alloy with telugu marathi and arabic to yield a special version of urdu
dakhini and here as andhra mingled with telangana a smiling mildness has
survived disarming at every turn just as grace under pressure regardless of
gender is unfailing in the untold charminar readers will discover a city they
will want to explore as sarojini naidu sir mark tully and william dalrymple rub
shoulders with ian austin meenakshi mukherjee and anees jung regaling you with
their feast of hard facts and hearsay as each foreign visitor shares his story
through narendra luther as the film makers shyam benegal and nagesh kukunoor
paint their vivid memories of home as poets not just the maverick makhdoom and
gaddar raise their voices in song as statesmen academics and aficionados hold
forth on the completely different hyderabad each experienced and when tejaswini
niranjana profiles the vigilante vijayasanthi and dharmender prasad picks out
place names and explains their sometimes almost mystic origins as bachi
karkaria omkar goswami and harsha bhogle share their typically offbeat views of
a favourite city readers will be persuaded to believe they have encountered not
a city but the inner workings of a very complex character

SSC CGL, CHSL & CPO papers 2019 General Awareness
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2010-09
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